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Synopsis & Intention

In our previous projects (Nivette, Le Petit Vieux), we have raised the relationship with our own bodies and the fears that this raises. Especially that of the aged body, which 
crystallizes with the passage of time away from the performance it has been able to achieve. 
In this new creation, we want to start from the body that never stops working on the image it wants to reflect and the one it intends to reflect. A body, more demanding with 
its reflection than with itself. Always in competition, always facing an ideal, this "how others see me" leads us to want to be the perfect version of ourselves. Sometimes in a 
brutal way and other times being an opposite of who we really are. We would like to play with this image, disorient our perception and lighten it with exuberance and 
mockery. 
How do we welcome our reflection? Who provokes the other, the reflected or the reflection? 
The mask, a key element of our previous work, will be used once again. However, the main tool will be the mirror. We want to explore its main use: capturing the reflection 
and focusing on the relationship between the reflection and the reflected one. To give living matter to the reflection that reflects the reflected one. 
Put them in contact, let them manipulate each other, but also allow them to physically confront each other once and for all. We want to materialize that intimate and personal 
relationship.
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Heavily influenced by the theatre of movement, we direct the performance of the body towards its capacity for metamorphosis and transformation. The detail follows the gesture that 
becomes movement. The body is completely in a process of "being" instead of "doing".The object and its manipulation occupy an important place both in the method of creation and on 
stage. In fact, the object accentuates our narrative as a scenographic element but above all as the link that unites the characters. We configure it as a third actor materializing the 
relationship between the two people. The important thing is to define which concrete and imperceptible moment is more important than the movement itself.To accompany us in these 
searches, we will share tools with clowns, actors, mime artists and others.Then, we will think of music to accompany the hidden intention and light to reveal the importance of a moment 
that may seem insignificant. With an exuberant narrative, cliché or even minimalist, we seek to create a scenic cinematography.

Approach 

Tools used : 

The mask, a key element of our previous work, will once again be used. However, the main tool will be the mirror.  
We want to explore its primary use: to capture the reflection it reflects and focus on the relationship between reflection and reflection.  
Put them in touch, let them manipulate each other but also allow them to confront each other once and for all.  
Costumes will take a very important place. Obviously to dress the self-image but also to colour, surprise and deceive the viewer's eye. 
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- Argentine physical theatre company UNPOYOROJO with its burlesque universe                                                                                                                                                                            
- the poetry of the image and object of French society THEATRE DU MOUVEMENT                                                                                                                                                                         
- the vivacity of the gesture of Canadian dancer and choreographer Louise Lecavalier.

Influences : 
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End 2019 : 

Currently in the development and structuring phase of the project.                                                                
Creation of short version  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Timetable : 2020 / 2021     

                                                                                                                                                                          
From January to August 2020 :                                                                                                                           

Search for subsidies and request for new collaborations.                                                                             
Influence of work with Artists : Clown, Mime, Actor and Wizard "Manipulation of objects".                      

Collaboration with the school of Architecture of Bordeaux, for the creation of the scenography.                   
Shooting photo on the subject. 

From September 2020 to March 2021 :                                                                                                                  
Première of short version : Theatre LE LIEU SANS NOM 

Residence : search for movement.                                                                                                            
Confirmed : LE LIEU SANS NOM - LE PERFORMANCE - KARITANZHAUS /  Waiting : LA CALDERA. 

Musical creation.                                                                                                                                                 
Short video dance.                                                                                                                                      

Completion of the realization of the scenography.                                                                                               
First stage of creation: presentation of the work December 2020. 

From April 2021 to October 2021 :                                                                                                                                  
2 months of residences in different places of interest in the spaces of our partners. Bordeaux, Royan, Barcelone 

(Spain), Kempten (Germany) 

Presentation of the project to the DRACC : Nouvelle Aquitaine                                                                      
Creation of light : SALLE JEAN GABIN : Royan.                                                                                           

Preview : SALLE JEAN GABIN : Royan                                                                                                         
Premiere France : LIEU SANS NOM : Bordeaux.                                                                                      

International premiere in October 2021 : A.R.z.T Festival KEMPTEN 21 : Germany.
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LES SCHINI'S is a contemporary dance company strongly influenced by gestural theatre and object manipulation. 
In July 2017, Melodie Cecchini and Gaetan Boschini joined their name (literally) and created the company LES SCHINI'S. Based in Bordeaux (France), the company has been 
resident at Lieu Sans Nom since September 2019 where it benefits from administrative support and support for the creation and to the screening of the play LE PETIT VIEUX. 

Building on their past experiences as performers and the artistic and human network that Melodie and Gaetan have forged for themselves, the company creates and responds to 
projects with a European dimension: 

NIVETTE, the company's first project, a short film screened at numerous festivals and winner of international awards, brings together a Franco-Spanish team. 
YOUTH IN CONTACT and YOUTH IN ACTION two youth mediation projects supported by Erasmus+ for 2020-2021 
Organisation of dance workshops with artists from all over Europe to participate in the development and consolidation of the artists' community of the movement in New 
Aquitaine. 

Gourmand on the means of communicating art, the company's creative, transmission and mediation projects are often accompanied by photographic and/or cinematographic 
action to share with as wide an audience as possible. 

Together or separately, they are both invited to share their experiences in many dance training centres in Europe. 
They transmit their philosophy of movement and contact while enriching themselves with their complementarities: the release of Melody and history in Gaetan's movement. A 
complementarity that gives birth to a poetic, raw and spontaneous artistic identity within their creative work and pedagogical, which defines the company Les Schini’s. 

Company : 
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Mélodie is a dancer, choreographer and an observer of gestures, bodies and situations. At the initiative of the project "Identity" (2013, Barcelona), it uses the 
contemporary dance as a tool for personal development. 
After training with Anna Sanchez for three years, Melodie began her career as a dancer in 2009, with the Cobosmika company in Spain, at in which she will 
perform 4 pieces, until 2017. At the same time, it will participate in many projects led by international choreographers like Akram Khan, Hofesh Schechter 
Sharon Fridman...  
She will also integrate many  performances with several other artists like Pere Martinez and the flamenco group Los Aurora, 
 pianist Max Villavecchia or  the designer Jose-Luis Blasco.  
Invited to share her views in numerous training centres for dancers in Europe, she transmits her experience and interest in the spontaneity..

Gaëtan is a dancer, choreographer and initiator of ideas, encounters and movements. He is at the origin of the company's first project, "Nivette" (2018), which 
brings together a French-Spanish artistic team. He started dancing at the age of 25. 
Two years later, he joined the Seed's formation in Spain led by Peter Mika and Olga Cobos. He will work with many choreographers such as Anton Lachky, 
Roberto Olivan and Laly Ayguade. Quickly spotted, he joined the company Cobosmika for the piece NMNW and also Alain Gruttadauria's company La Licorne 
with whom he will tour all over Europe.  
Questioning himself on the staging, the narration of movement and gesture, he moved to the theatre of movement and trained with the Théâtre du mouvement 
company directed by Claire Heggen and Yves Marc. 
In 2017, he founded the company Les Schini's.
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Coproduction 

ALLGÄUER REGIONALVERBAND FUR ZEITGENÖSSISCHEN TANZ : Kempten, GERMANY : Confirmed                                                           
KARI.TANZHAUS: Kempten, GERMANY: Confirmed                                                                                                                                                                            

Région Nouvelle Aquitaine : Waiting                                                                                                                                                                                                        
Creation aid for Bordeaux Metropole: Waiting                                                                                                                                                                             

Gironde Department: Waiting                                                                                                                                                                                                      
DRAC: Waiting                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

IDDAC : Confirmed 

Supports  

ARTCAD17: Royan, SPAIN: Confirmed                                                                                                                                                                                 
COBOSMIKA COMPAGNY: Palamos, SPAIN : Waiting                                                                                                                                                                       

LA CALDERA: Barcelona, SPAIN : Waiting                                                                                                                                                                                              
LE LIEU SANS NOM : Bordeaux, FRANCE : Confirmed                                                                                                                                                  

PERFORMANCE: Bordeaux, FRANCE : Confirmed                                                                                                                                                                                  
THEATRE LA GORGA: Palamos, SPAIN : Waiting                                                                                                                                                                              

IDDAC : Bordeaux, FRANCE : Confirmed                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
CND MADRID : Madrid, SPAIN : Confirmed                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

VILLE DE ROYAN: Royan, FRANCE : Confirmed 

Artistic Team 

Artistic direction & Choreography : Gaëtan Boschini & Mélodie Cecchini                                                                                                                              
Performers : Gaëtan Boschini & Mélodie Cecchini                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Musical composition: Youn LohmannShort                                                                                                                                                                                                    
film director: Louís Fonalleras                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Costumes & make-up: Daisy Cadeau                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Lights: Marie Savignat  
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« Le miroir est le seul à ne pas se regarder. » 
Translation : « The mirror is the only one that doesn't look at itself. » 

GAETAN FAUCER  
dramaturge, poète et nouvelliste.

Mail : les.schinis@gmail.com  
Mobile  : 06.50.96.61.78 

Contact :

https://citation-celebre.leparisien.fr/citations/103311
mailto:les.schinis@gmail.com
https://citation-celebre.leparisien.fr/citations/103311
mailto:les.schinis@gmail.com
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